
Standard and Optional Courseware Features & Functions 

Courses have a granular course construct
(This means that information/knowledge is broken down into individual “objects”. These objects
 are arranged into a course. Once created, they can be pulled out of the initial course, and 
repurposed/redeployed in another course.)

Course consists of 5500 words of content spread across the learning/
testing components (This is our benchmark for a 1 hour course.)

Course contains a generous spread of visual imagery, (i.e. computer
generated 2D & 3D stills and animations, video, digitized photographs and text only screens)
The client is responsible for the provision of all video segments and photographs. Optionally, if 
videos and photos are not available, SMT Learning can provide these services for an additional fee. 

 

Course employs a variety of learning strategies and activities, such as 
discovery through exploration activities, critical thinking exercises, and 
short games

Knowledge component of course includes periodic knowledge checks 
(in-course diagnostic assessment strategies coupled with remedial feedback) 

All on-screen text is narrated (image labels and screen titles are not narrated)  

Each instructional objective has a corresponding test question 
(There will be an even distribution of True/False, Multiple Choice and Interactive Drag and Drop and
when possible assessment strategies include the use of visuals.) 
Course audio can be muted
(If the audio is muted, the functionality of the screen and the navigational control will be adjusted 
accordingly.)
 Courses are platform independent.
(This means that courses can be launched by 3rd party systems or can be launched standalone)

Courses are compliant with interoperability standards, 
including SCORM 1.2 and 2004 and AICC 

Course launch parameters can be preset to control how learners 
progress through the course.
(This means that the course can be “locked” so that the learner has to progress through the pages 
in a pre-determined order, or “unlocked” so that the learner can progress through the courses in a 
self-directed manner.)

Courses can be updated/edited by course administrators or developers 
who do not work for SMT Learning
All of the media (videos, audio files, text, etc.) are separate from the presentation logic of the 
course, which means that it is easier to update the courses, after they have been published.
 
Two extra test questions can be provided for each instructional objective 
– ensures students will receive equally difficult, but different tests.
Makes it easier for annual recertification testing. 

 
$1000

Courses can be hosted by SMT Learning
Our hosting services: Allow for adaptive learning modes. Allow students to access course material
outside of learning mode in electronic performance support mode, meaning that they can search for
specific pieces of content using key words that have been attached to the learning objects.
Allow for detailed progress reporting and analysis – student progress, average mark, etc.
Allow you to attach a survey to a course – to determine how the course is perceived and identify
information that learners feel is missing from the course 
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Courses can be certified as Accessibility Compliant
Our developers add code to each page that allows learners to launch an “Accessibility Compliant” 
version of the course.  

$1000
Course Resource Augmentation Functionality.
This means that course administrators can supplement existing course pages/content by adding 
additional media (photos, videos, mp3 files, etc) to the course. 

Simulated virtual environments

SMT generated knowledge capture
SMT Learning will complete the knowledge capture process using existing resources. $1500

Hyperlink Test Review Functionality.
This functionality allows learners to review the corresponding knowledge component during a test 
review. i.e. it allows the learner to link back to the knowledge component.
 

$500
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